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Understanding Microsoft 
Power Platform’s Evolution
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Main topics of the podcast episode

Market trends & clients needs for enterprise automation

What people misunderstand about Power Platform

Future roadmap of Power Platform

Forward Forever’s view on the low-code platform’s business potential
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Citizen developers are everywhere

“We often find individuals or teams 
using Microsoft Power Platform to 
build solutions, especially those 
who were not able to get them built 
through their IT departments. 
These are not necessarily the most 
beautiful apps from a UI or 
architecture perspective, but very 
effective from the business results 
perspective.”
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Confusion around Power Platform products

“From an IT perspective, the Power 
Platform is unique in the sense 
that many organizations already 
have it - even though they haven't 
acquired it. And that's the result of 
the Microsoft strategy to bundle it 
with their Office and Dynamics 
tools. This can, however, lead to 
confusion around the commercial 
model around the low-code tools 
and their enterprise capabilities.”
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Power Platform governance is all about 
finding the balance

“You need policies, controls, and 
processes for people who are not 
pro-developers, do not do it for a 
living, and who don’t have a formal 
education background in software 
development. Allow them to use 
pieces from the cloud in a 
sensible way.”
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The platform is what makes all the difference

“One key differentiator that’s not 
always so obvious to the casual 
observers is that Power Platform 
truly is made of tools that 
Microsoft themselves have built –
to be a platform. It’s not something 
that has been acquired from 
different vendors and then put 
together as a “low-code suite”
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Building products on top of Power Platform

“We don’t aim for our 
Sustainability Action Pack to be 
the only app for the customer on 
this platform. Rather we want them 
to realize that there will be many 
solutions from both internal 
makers and external vendors - all 
running on top of the same cloud 
that the customer already 
subscribes to and has ownership 
of.”

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/consulting-services/forward_forever_oy.sustainability_action_pack
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Apps are easy, adoption is hard work

“It starts to be a full-time job even 
in a midsize organization to drive 
the adoption of Power Platform, 
talking with both the business 
users as well as IT and software 
developers. We’re going to need a 
new breed of internal low-code 
evangelists to be found, supported, 
and of course funded, to make the 
transformation happen.”
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Listen to this podcast episode on:

Spotify AppleTransistor.fm

https://open.spotify.com/episode/5SuU4w8GFaWLWBLSROjBb4?si=8952fd9b32d14b05
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/understanding-microsoft-power-platforms-evolution-with/id1621277278?i=1000569168778
https://share.transistor.fm/s/2db57ab0
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